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I. Introduc  on

I.1. Cruise background 

Many islands in the Caribbean sea are fringed by coral reefs and/or coral veneers, which produce CaCO3 for their 
skeletons. Not only stony corals but also coralline algae and other organisms form CaCO3 skeletons and contribute 
to the CaCO3 produc  on of these systems. Synchronously forces are at work to mechanis  cally and chemically  de-
struct the CaCO3 structure. Erosion of CaCO3 by organisms such as grazing sea urchins, fi shes and by scouring of coral 
skeleton-derived debris  (e.g. rubble, sand, silt) is mainly mechanical.  Boring worms and sponges combine mechani-
cal and chemical removal of CaCO3. Chemical dissolu  on by sponges can be substan  al. Up to 75% of the bioerosion 
(CaCO3 mass loss) by coral excava  ng sponges has been reported to be due to dissolu  on, but more frequently values 
between  10%-30% have been found. Endolithic microorganisms bore purely chemically and  infest bare CaCO3 sub-
strates on reefs.

CaCO3 produc  on and dissolu  on is infl uenced by the seawater chemistry of CO2 (Andersson & Gledhill, 2013).  The 
average pCO2 in water is enhanced  by ocean acidifi ca  on and by increased benthic mineraliza  on of  organic ma  er 
due to eutrophica  on. There are indica  ons that seawater chemistry of CO2 and carbonate eff ects calcifying as well 
as decalcifying organisms diff erently  and as such infl uence the balance between construc  on and destruc  on. How 
the balance is infl uenced in rela  on to varia  on in the carbonate  system over diff erent coral reef communi  es and 
whole reef systems  of diff erent trophic status is s  ll poorly understood. 

Focus of this short NIOZ cruise was on benthic community carbon metabolism and the seawater carbonate system. 
With diff erent methods we explored the balance between calcifi ca  on and dissolu  on of CaCO3. Bo  om-water fl uxes 
of the carbonate system were measured in rela  on to the cover and composi  on of the coral reef bo  om commu-
nity. This was done by  (1) placing a dome tent over 4m2 of a coral reef community (and a small triangle tent as con-
trol) and follow the diurnal changes of the chemistry in the tents and  (2) by measuring diurnal changes in carbonate 
chemistry (e.g. pH and DIC in rela  on to light) at the reef bo  om outside of the tent in conjunc  on with physical and 
hydrodynamic measurements and (3) by determining the benthic community with special focus on cover of calcifying 
and bioeroding organisms. In addi  on depth profi les of conduc  vity, temperature, pressure and oxygen were taken, 
to characterize the water masses over  me in the research area. 

The Saba Bank site was selected on basis of the purported oligotrophic status of the Bank. The selected site on the 
bank was at least 20 nau  cal miles removed from coastal run-off   and/or sewage pollu  on of closest islands, the 
small islands of Saba an St Eusta  us. Moreover the Saba Bank is separated from these islands by >800 m deep wa-
ters. The  selected loca  on at Saba was more eutrophic than the Saba Bank site due to run-off  from land.  Physics 
and hydrodynamics  (see CHAP II) were addressed with the aim to describe characteris  cs of water masses fl owing 
over the reef, and water movement profi les from the bo  om to the surface. In CHAP III the experiments addressing 
the C metabolism  and the carbonate system in the benthic compartment  in and outside  incuba  on tents (placed 
in situ over benthic communi  es) were elucidated. In Chap IV methods used to survey the benthic community were 
explained and preliminary results are presented.  Chap V  comprises a report of the coral species surveys of a site on 
the Saba Bank and a site in Ladder Bay, Saba.   

Figure I.1. Caribbean Explorer II suppor  ng SCUBA divers. Photo David Stevens.
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I.2. General cruise informa  on and i  nerary 
The NIOZ cruise of 24-31 October  with the 32 m long commercial live-aboard Caribbean Explorer II (CEII)  followed 
the IMARES cruise on the Saba Bank of 17-24 October 2015 also with the CE II (Figure I.1.). Part of the NIOZ-team  
joined the IMARES cruise to test equipment and methods,  conduct extra CTD profi les and support with addi  onal 
benthic community surveys on the IMARES benthic monitoring sites (IMARES cruise report 2013). These addi  onal  
ac  vi  es/measurements as well as the test measurements made from St Maarten and St Eusta  us are also described 
in Chaps II and III. 

The NIOZ cruise le   St. Maarten in the early a  ernoon of Oct 24th, 2015, with 6 crew and 9 cruise par  cipants of our 
research team on board. A  er a transit of 4 hours, she docked in the harbour of St. Eusta  us in the evening of Oct 
24th where another 5 par  cipants embarked of the research team. Most of the  equipment for the experiment had 
already been loaded one week earlier during an earlier stop at St. Eusta  us during the IMARES cruise. 

From 25-26 October measurements were conducted from a fi xed mooring on the Saba Bank (Tertre de Fleur) and 
from 27-29 October from a fi xed mooring in Ladder Bay, Saba (Ladder Labyrinth). Two cruise par  cipants disem-
barked  on the 29th in the evening on Saba. The next day (30 October)  we sailed from the Ladder Bay mooring, Saba 
to St Eusta  us, where 4 cruise par  cipants disembarked and the equipment was unloaded. A  er that we sailed to St 
Maarten where we arrived around 12:00h local  me. The remaining cruise passengers disembarked from the CE II on 
31 October in St Maarten.  

II. Physics & Hydrodynamics
 Janine Nauw, Steven van Heuven

This chapter describes the hydrodynamic measurements that have been performed from 17-30 October 2016 along 
St Maarten, St Eusta  us, Saba Bank and along Saba. 

II.1. Loca  ons
During the fi rst week (17-24 October),  some CTD casts were made from St Maarten and tests with the ADCP have 
been performed from St Eusta  us  in prepara  on of the in situ experiments (chemical fl ux studies)  of the NIOZ-cruise 
week. Figure II.1. shows the bathymetry (logarithmic scale) of the area of the windward Dutch Caribbean, including 
the islands of St. Maarten, St. Eusta  us, Saba and the Saba Bank. Bathymetric data (mul  beam) of the Dutch Wind-
ward Caribbean was obtained from Erik Meesters  (IMARES) and “SSSbathymetry” shapefi les from h  ps://dcbd.ser-
vices.geodesk.nl/geoserver/.

Fig ure II.1: Bathymetry of the area (logarithmic 
scale) with the loca  ons of the deep CTD sta  ons 
(red); the loca  ons of the tent experiments and 
ADCP measurements (black) and the loca  on of 
the CastAwayCTD profi les (blue). Note, that not all 
cast-away profi les are clearly marked, because their 
loca  on mostly coincided with the loca  on of CTD 
and/or ADCP profi les.
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The dots show the loca  ons were observa  ons have been performed. Four deep CTD casts (>100 m) are shown by 
the red dots, where profi les of temperature, salinity and oxygen have been taken (the red numbers indicate the day 
in October 2015 on which the deep cast was performed); blue dots indicate loca  ons were shallow CTD castaway 
measurements have been taken (temperature and salinity). The black dots (ADCP) near St. Eusta  us indicate the 
loca  ons were tests have been performed with various se   ngs, in terms of measurement frequency and averaging 
 me, of the ADCP to measure profi les of currents and turbulence. The black dots “tent 1” and “tent 2” indicate the 

loca  ons were the tent experiments have taken place. The tent experiment was performed at:

• Tent site  1: The Saba Bank reef loca  on was at  Tertre de Fleur (lat, lon) = (17.3845, -63.2897), where we 
worked from the newly installed mooring between 25-10-2015 and 26-10-2015 (morning).

• Tent site  2: The Saba reef loca  on was west of Saba in Ladder Bay at the Ladder Labyrinth mooring of the 
Saba Na  onal Marine Park (lat,lon)=(17.6261, -63.2602) between 26-10-2015 (a  ernoon) and 29-10-2015.

Figu re II.2: Bathymetry of the area around “Tertre de Fleur”  on the Saba Bank and the loca  ons of the CastAwayCTD profi les (black stars).
Please note that the oxygen profi les of the lowest two panels are invalid. Data were wrongly converted from the raw measurements
 (Voltage> �mol.kg-1).

A zoom of the bathymetry near the loca  on of the fi rst tent experiment, Tertre de Fleur, is given in Figure II. 2. It con-
sists of a rela  vely shallow fl at area of about 15 m depth of 250 m wide and 500 m long surrounded by an area with 
a depth of about 21 meter. The loca  ons were castAwayCTD measurements were performed are indicated by black 
asterisks. In the night of 25 to 26 October a squal passed the experimental site and waves increased signifi cantly. The 
wave driven currents were that strong that it was no longer possible to keep the tent fi xed on that loca  on in such a 
way that the exchange between the water inside and outside of the tent were within the limits for the experiment to 
succeed. Therefore a new loca  on was chosen on the leeward side of the island of Saba. 

Figure II.3. shows the bathymetry of the area of Ladder Bay near Saba in logarithmic scale. The white area in the fi g-
ure indicates the island of Saba. The bathymetry is very steep, the loca  on is at about 20-25 m depth, but the local 
water depth decreases to over 100 m within 500 m from the experimental loca  on. The asterisks show the loca  ons 
were the castAwayCTD was used. The Caribbean Explorer II was located on the landward side of experimental loca-
 on and therefore at signifi cantly less water depths.
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Figur e II. 3: Bathymetry of part of  Ladder Bay around “Ladder Labyrinth” in (logarithmic scale) and the loca  ons of the CastAwayCTD profi les 
(black stars).

A sketch of the layout of the tent experiment with  equipment posi  on is shown in Figure II. 4. The distances be-
tween the devices were measured using a tape-measure and the angles were determined with an underwater com-
pass. The direc  on from the half dome tent to the  pi tent was accidently straight towards the North. Figure II.4. 
also shows the rela  ve loca  ons of the half dome tent, the  pi tent (reference on the sand), the ADCP to measure 
currents & turbulence structure as well as the SeasDIC, the microcat (in the half dome tent) and the CastAwayCTD 
(just outside of the half dome tent). The local depth at the half dome tent was shallower than at the  pi tent and the 
ADCP was located deepest on the sandy plane. The area was surrounded by so-called lava-fi ngers – 1-2 m high rocks 
or reefs covered with coral and sponges. These small scale bathymetric features may have a profound impact on the 
current structure. 
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Figure  II.4: Top: gopro image of the campsite by Oscar Bos. Bo  om: sketch of the layout of the experiment in Ladder Bay at Ladder Labyrinth. 
Measurements done by Oscar Bos and Janine Nauw on 2015-10-29, artwork by Nelleke Krijgsman.
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II.2. Instrumenta  on
For measuring the physics/hydrodynamics part of this cruise, we used the following instrumenta  on.

 AD2CP signature 1000 (Nortek), serial number: S100109

 SBE 37-SMP-ODO MicroCAT C-T-ODO (P)  (Seabird), serial number: 92279, containing the following sensors:

o Temperature, serial number 03713665

o Conduc  vity, serial number 03713665

o Pressure, serial number 4412777

o Oxygen, serial number 1084

 SBE 19 plus V2 SeaCat (Seabird), serial number 01906458, containing the following sensors:

o Temperature, serial number 01906458

o Conduc  vity, serial number 01906458

o Pressure, serial number 2860334

o SBE 43 (Seabird) Oxygen sensor, serial number SBE43-1146

 CastAwayCTD (Sontek, San Diego, CA, USA), serial number CC1238002

 Light loggers (Odyssey), serial numbers 4607 and 4608
AD2CP (Acous  c Doppler Current Profi ler). The AD2CP was mounted in a frame placed on the reef of the Saba Bank 
on Tertre de Fleur (loca  on 1) and was dug into the sand in Ladder Labyrinth west of the island of Saba (loca  on 2). 
The AD2CP uses acous  c pulses to determine the current velocity in the water column using the Doppler shi   in the 
frequency of the returned signal. 

SBE 37 CTD (MicroCat). The  MicroCat measures conductivity, temperature, pressure, and dissolved O2 optically,  
while moored. It was equipped with a standalone  light logger (see below) . The MicroCat was placed in and later 
suspended from the roof of the tent at both benthic  loca  ons, and mostly sampled with a 5 minute interval. 

SBE 19 CTD (SeaCat). The SeaCat was used  in the profi ling mode, measuring conduc  vity, temperature and pres-
sure. A SBE 43 membrane-type, fast-response oxygen sensor with voltage output was connected to the SeaCat 
for O2 profi ling.  The instrument  was mounted in a frame and manually lowered and hauled from the port-side of the 
ship (with a hand winch). Four ‘deep’ profi les were taken outside of the experimental loca  ons, the rest was taken on 
the anchor posi  on of the ship (hence not exactly at the measurement loca  ons, but about 100 m away). 

CastAwayCTD. The castaway CTD was used for diff erent purposes: for profi les of temperature and salinity, it was 
placed in the tent to measure these variables in  me and out of the tent to determine the temperature and the salin-
ity of the environment for reference with the MicroCat that was measuring inside of the tent.

Light loggers. Two light loggers were employed (model “Odyssey“, Datafl ow Systems, Christchurch, New Zealand). 
Calibra  ons were performed in air against a high-accuracy instrument (ULM-500, Walz GmbH, Eff eltrich, Germany). 
Calibra  on coeffi  cients (with and without constant) are:
BIO2: PAR fl ux [μmol/(m-2s-1)] = 2.813*RAW. R2 = 0.99894, OR
BIO2: PAR fl ux [μmol/(m-2s-1)] = 2.797*RAW + 5.3601. R2 = 0.99902
BIO1: PAR fl ux [μmol/(m-2s-1)] = 3.134*RAW. R2 = 0.9951, OR
BIO1: PAR fl ux [μmol/(m-2s-1)] = 3.175*RAW - 1.0514. R2 = 0.99539
Instrument BIO2 (ID 4607) was connected to the MicroCAT, and thus measured tent interior light condi  ons (Chap III) 
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. 
Fig. II.5. ADCP at the campsite in Ladder Bay (Tent site 2)- Photo by Erik Meesters

Instrument BIO1 (ID4608) was connected to the SEAS instrument (see chap III), and thus measured tent exterior light 
condi  ons, albeit only on the last day of the experiment. 

Note that all data collected in the physics part of this cruise is in UTC and that local  me is UTC minus four hours).

II.3. ADCP measurements
ADCP data contain many variables, including pressure and temperature. The ADCP operated at 8 Hz and had a ver  -
cal spacing of 20 cm. The fi rst bin nearest to the bed was at 30 cm above the head of the device. Besides measuring 
currents, the opera  ng frequency allows for es  ma  ng the turbulent dissipa  on rate. Moreover, the pressure mea-
surements along with the current measurement at this high sampling rate allow for es  ma  on of the wave param-
eters.

In the week before the cruise, four tests were performed with diff erent se   ngs to establish the op  mal se   ng for 
the dura  on of the tent experiments. These tests were performed in Gallows Bay near St. Eusta  us and the data fi les 
are called:

 S100109A017_div12: 20 Oct 2015, just south of the harbor, dive site: Paul’s Place (17.485852, -62.999246)

 S100109A017_div14: 21 Oct 2015, next to a wreck: dive site: Chien Tong (17.485770, -62.998301)

 S100109A017_div15: 22 Oct 2015, dive site: training area Gallows Bay, Sta  a (17.480695, -62.990319)

 S100109A017_div17: 23 Oct 2015, dive site: crooks castle (17.472426, -62.986628)

On loca  on 1 on the Saba Bank, two data sets were created:

 S100109A026_sab01.ad2cp from 25-Oct-2015 15:10:00 UTC to 25-Oct-2015 21:39:24 UTC

 S100109A027_sab01.ad2cp from 26-Oct-2015 12:30:00 UTC to 26-Oct-2015 15:14:16 UTC

On 25-Oct-2015 around 21:30 UTC the ADCP was retrieved due to miscommunica  on. A strong squal passed the site 
on the night of 25 to 26-Oct-2015, which is unfortunately not captured by the measurements. Temperature mea-
surements (Figure II.6)  show a decrease from 30.4 to slightly less than 29.9 oC on 25 Oct and an apparent further 
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decrease during the stormy night to less than 29.6 oC a  er which the temperature increased to values between 29.7 
and 29.8 oC (Figure II.6). 

Figure II. 6: Temperature as a func  on of  me as measured at the ADCP, le   for 25 October between 15:10 and 21:40 UTC and right for 26 Octo-
ber between 12:30 UTC and 15:15 UTC. Black is the original data and red dots indicate the 2-minute averaged values.

Heading, pitch and roll measurements (Figure II.7) show odd behavior; most of the measurement period, these 
angles are fairly constant, but during some parts, the angle measurements show very erra  c behavior, which may be 
related to the CE II with its steel hull disrup  ng the earth’s magne  c fi eld and thereby distor  ng the measurements. 
The median heading, pitch and roll are 327.93o, -0.35o and 2.01o for 25 October and 22.39o, -1.03p and -0.68o on 26 
October, respec  vely, and should probably be used for the en  re  me-series to rotate the velocity from the coordi-
nate system of the instrument to earth coordinates.

Figure II.7. : Heading (red), Pitch (green) and Roll (blue) as a func  on of  me.
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There appears to be a linear rela  on between the depth-averaged northward and depth-averaged eastward current 
at Tertre de Fleur (Figure  II.8). The angle of the linear fi t is -34.5o; the veloci  es are rotated in the along-stream and 
cross-steam contribu  on and plo  ed in  Figure  II.8. 

Figure II.8: The depth-averaged northward component of the current, V on y-axis, versus the depth-averaged eastward component of the cur-
rent, U on x-axis, at Tertre de Fleur on 25 October 2015; the dominant current direc  on is -34.5o. The main current direc  on varies between 
north-northeast to north-northwest.

The maximum along-stream current is about 0.2 m/s and is found near the surface between 17:00 and 18:00 UTC; af-
ter 20:00 UTC the current changes sign and starts fl owing in the opposite direc  on. The cross-stream current remains 
fairly constant at about -0.1 to -0.05 m/s. 

Figure II.9: Al ong-stream (le  ) and cross-stream (right) component of the current at Tertre de Fleur on 25 October 2015.Height is in meter above 
the bo  om. In the top bin near 14 m above the seafl oor some interference is visible leading to unreliable results.

The dominant current direc  on in on 26 October is -0.5o, hence the current direc  on is almost east-west. However, 
the data here is signifi cantly infl uenced by the strong varia  ons in the heading, pitch and roll of the internal compass 
of the instrument. These varia  ons are probably related to the nearby presence of divers and/or the ship the Carib-
bean Explorer. The metal of the tanks and the hull of the ship infl uence the local magne  c fi eld around the device 
and lead to strong varia  ons in the heading, pitch and roll of the internal compass unrelated to movement of the 
device. Hence in the post-processing, one should assume that the device is mo  onless and take a constant heading, 
pitch and roll from the period where the magne  c fi eld likely is undisturbed, e.g. before 18:00 and a  er 20:30 UTC.
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Figure II.10: The depth-averaged northward component of the current versus the depth-averaged eastward component of the current at Tertre 
de Fleur on 26 October 2015; the dominant current direc  on is -0.5o.

The velocity in along-stream and cross-stream direc  ons are slightly higher on 26 October compared with 25 October 
and seem to display a sudden change around 14:30 UTC, but that may be related to the erra  c varia  ons in the head-
ing, pitch and roll. 

Figure II.11: Along-stream (le  ) and cross-stream (right) component of the current at Tertre de Fleur on 26 October 2015.

On tent site 2 in Ladder Labyrinth west of Saba, four sets of data were created:

 S100109A028_sab01_00.ad2cp from 26-Oct-2015 21:00:00 to 27-Oct-2015 10:43:37 UTC

 S100109A028_sab01.ad2cp, which is unfortunately lost due to an error of the operator

 S100109A029_sab01_00.ad2cp from 28-Oct-2015 20:35:00 to 29-Oct-2015 10:15:31 UTC

 S100109A029_sab01.ad2cp from 29-Oct-2015 10:15:31 to 29-Oct-2015 22:19:18 UTC

Temperature in Ladder Labyrinth shows fairly constant values on 26 Oct, 21:00 UTC and 27 Oct 10:45 UTC between 
29.3oC and 29.5oC (Figure II.12). Between 28 Oct, 21:00 UTC and 29 Oct, 22:20 UTC, two large excursions are found 
in temperature from the ‘normal’ to colder values of about 29.0oC, between 00:00 and 02:00 UTC, and even below 
28.9oC, between 18:10 and 19:40 UTC. 
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Figur e II.12: Temp erature as a func  on of  me as measured at the ADCP for 26-Oct-2015 21:00 to 27-Oct-2015 10:45 UTC. Black is the original 
data and red dots indicate the 2-minute averaged values.

Figure II.13: Temperature as a func  on of  me as measured at the ADCP for 28-Oct-2015 20:35 to 29-Oct-2015 22:20 UTC. Black is the original 
data and red dots indicate the 2-minute averaged values.

The heading, pitch and roll again show fairly constant values of 36.95o, 3.13o and -1.40o on 26&27 October and 
22.15o, 1.33o and 0.3o on 28&29 October, respec  vely, but also showed some erra  c behavior.

Figure II.14: Heading (red), Pitch (green) and Roll (blue) as a func  on of  me on 26 (before 00:00) & 27 (a  er 00:00) October.
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Figure II.15: Heading (red), Pitch (green) and Roll (blue) as a func  on of  me on 28&29 October.

The dominant angle of the depth-averaged current in Ladder Bay was -20.9 degrees based on the data of 26&27 Oc-
tober and -18.9 degrees based on the data of 28&29 October. It therefore follows the local bathymetry with the lava 
fi ngers also having approximately the same orienta  on (see Figure II.15) of about 20 degrees with the east-west line. 

Figure II.16: The depth-averaged northward component of the current versus the depth-averaged eastward component of the current at Lad-
ders Bay on 26 October 2015; the dominant current direc  on is -20.9 degrees.

The along-stream velocity on 26/27 October shows primarily downslope values (from the tents towards the ADCP) 
with maximum veloci  es of about 0.5 m/s in the near-surface region. Some short las  ng periods with currents in the 
opposite direc  on can be observed in the beginning of the measurement, at 4:30 UTC and 10:00 UTC with maximum 
veloci  es of about 0.15 m/s. At mid-depth, some  mes, odd behavior is observed, which may be related to one of the 
beams crossing something dri  ing in the water column, such as cables. The cross-stream current also shows alternat-
ing behavior, however, not all alterna  ons in the direc  on of the fl ow can be related to changes in the along-stream 
current. 
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Figure II.17: Along-stream (top) and cross-stream (bo  om) component of the current at Ladders Bay Labyrinth star  ng on 26 October 2015. 
Posi  ve currents are directed towards the north (top) and the east (bo  om).

Figure II.18: The depth-averaged northward component of the current versus the depth-averaged eastward component of the current at Lad-
ders Bay on 28 October 2015; the dominant current direc  on is -18.9 degrees.

The along-stream current on 28&29 October again shows alterna  ons between up-slope (posi  ve) and down-slope 
(nega  ve) currents. What is most striking is the upslope currents near the sea-fl oor associated with a downslope 
current higher in the water column at 0:00 and 18:00 UTC, exactly at the moment when the strong decrease in tem-
perature values is observed at the loca  on of the ADCP. Clearly, colder, more saline water is advected from the deep 
channel located westward of the campsite a compensa  ng fl ow near the surface is also generated.

The cross-stream component of the current shows some  mes strong nega  ve pulses in the near surface. These puls-
es have also been observed in the fi eld, while diving. On one dive, we started our safety stop at 5 m right below the 
CE II and a  er 3 minutes we had dri  ed back to the dinghy again, some 100 m away from the ship. 
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Figure II.19: The depth-averaged northward component of the current versus the depth-averaged eastward component of the current at Lad-
ders Bay star  ng on 28 October 2015.

II.4. Temperature, Salinity and Oxygen measurements, Microcat SBE37
During the cruise, 9 sets of fi les were created. Due to an error of the operator, some fi les contain both new and older 
data. The microcat fi les are: 

 SBE37SMP-ODO-RS232_03713665_2015_10_25_cast01 

 SBE37SMP-ODO-RS232_03713665_2015_10_26

 SBE37SMP-ODO-RS232_03713665_2015_10_26_delay_test

 sbe37smp-odo-rs232_03713665_2015_10_26_delay_test2

 sbe37smp-odo-rs232_03713665_2015_10_27_tent_saba 

 sbe37smp-odo-rs232_03713665_2015_10_27_test3

 sbe37smp-odo-rs232_03713665_2015_10_28_tent_saba_dl2

 sbe37smp-odo-rs232_03713665_2015_10_28_tent_saba_dl3

 sbe37smp-odo-rs232_03713665_2015_10_29_tent_saba_dl4

The raw data is read with a Matlab script and saved in individual *.mat fi les. All data fi les are merged, leading to 9227 
individual samples. This merged dataset contains 5075 unique  mestamps.  A quick plot of the pressure data shows 
that the device was turned on the 21st of October for a test and that the proper data collec  on started on 25-Oct-
2015 (Figure II.6). Zooming in between 25-Oct-2015 12:00 UTC and 30-Oct-2015 and 14 to 22 dbar (hence about 14 
to 22 m, as one dbar is approximately equal to 1 meter of seawater), we recognize the series collected at loca  on 
1 between 25-Oct-2015 16:00:21 and 26-Oct-2015 13:03:22 UTC and the one at loca  on 2 between 27-Oct-2015 
12:45:38 UTC and 29-Oct-2015 20:33:43 UTC. A fi rst processing is performed, removing all data for which the pres-
sure is less than 13 dbar for loca  on 1 and less than 19 dbar at loca  on 2, to remove before deployment and a  er 
recovery. These data are clearly collected when the device was above sea level or going up or down (transit). The 
data is separated in two fi les, one for the fi rst loca  on and one for the second.
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Figure II.20: Time series of t he pressure data collected with the SBE37 on loca  on 1 (25/26 October) and Tent site 2 
(27 -29 October). 
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Figure II.21: Le  : Tent site 1; Right, Tent site 2, Top to Bo  om: Pressure, Temperature, Salinity, Oxygen as a func  on of 
 me. Please note that the oxygen profi les of the lowest two panels are invalid. Data were wrongly converted from the 

raw measurements (Voltage> �mol.kg-1).

II.5. CTD profi les with the MicroCat SBE19

Files of the SBE19 were sorted according to the  me (in UTC), when they were measured. The fi les are named 
cast[yyyymmddHHMM(1)]_ [yyyymmddHHMM(end)].mat, where [yyyymmddHHMM(1)] = start_  me in years, 
months, days, hours, minutes and [yyyymmddHHMM(end)] = end_  me in years, months, days, hours, minutes. And 
a number was added if the par  cular fi le already existed, e.g. _01 or _02 etc. A total number of 82 individual fi les 
was thereby created, containing mul  ple fi les with the same contents. Amongst these fi les were 2 fi les (and their 
duplicates) of only 1 kB that hardly contained data. These were discarded. Also 30 clear duplicates were formed that 
had the exact same name as the originals; these were placed in a diff erent folder for later reference. Another 9 fi les 
were checked, because the  mes indicated in the name were consecu  ve. The fi rst fi ve fi les that were consecu  ve 
only contained data at a depth of 0.5 meter and were therefore discarded; of the following two fi les, the fi rst one 
was short and had only data at 0.5 m and was discarded, whereas the second fi le contained a profi le as shown by the 
 me-depth plot, therefore the fi rst fi le was discarded and the second retained. Something similar occurred with the 

last two fi les, but here it was the other way around and the fi rst fi le had the profi le and the second one just some 
surface measurements. Checking the contents of the fi les, suggested that the  mes and the data were mixed up, be-
cause the  me-depth plots did not show the typical profi le containing a 1-minute wai  ng followed by the downcast 
and subsequently the upcast. The following list contains fi les that did show a typical profi le:

Deep & Secchidisk 

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510181729_201510181744.mat – deep

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510251305_201510251319.mat – deep

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510251320_201510251329.mat – secchidisk depth

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510261717_201510261735.mat – deep

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510261735_201510261745.mat – secchidisk depth

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510301047_201510301105.mat – deep

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510301106_201510301114.mat – secchidisk depth

These were performed on the following loca  ons:

 (lat,lon) = (17.232412, -63.444390), total depth = 500  , South of Dutch Plane

 (lat,lon) = (17.4075, -63.1777), secchidisk depth SD=33.6 m and Forel-Ule FU=3

 (lat,lon) = (17.4401, -63.2119), secchidisk depth SD=31 m and Forel-Ule FU=3

 (lat,lon) = (17.4882, -63.0391), secchidisk depth SD=30 m and Forel-Ule FU=3

Tertre de Fleur on the Saba Bank 25-26 Oct 2015:
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D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510251721_201510251726.mat

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510251833_201510251838.mat

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510261327_201510261332.mat

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510261429_201510261439.mat

Ladder Labyrinth in Ladder Bay, Saba – 26 Oct 2015

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510262106_201510262109.mat

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510262132_201510262301.mat

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510270007_201510270012.mat

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510270039_201510270043.mat

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510270208_201510270213.mat

Ladder Labyrinth in Ladder Bay, Saba – 27 Oct 2015

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510271146_201510271207.mat

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510272230_201510272234.mat

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510272338_201510272342.mat

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510280026_201510280031.mat

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510280132_201510280134.mat

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510280308_201510280311.mat

Ladder Labyrinth in Ladder Bay, Saba – 28 Oct 2015

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510281505_201510281508.mat

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510281529_201510281534.mat

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510281558_201510281603.mat

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510281631_201510281637.mat

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510281658_201510281704.mat

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510281724_201510281729.mat

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510281804_201510281809.mat

D:\caribbean\SBE-19Plus\post\cast201510281842_201510281846.mat

Of the 30 fi les, 4 were the deep profi les; 3 of these profi les were repeated un  l the secchidisk depth. At this depth 
the color was measured on the Forel-Ule scale and the app: EyeOnWater was applied to contribute to the database 
of colours of the world’s oceans. Five profi les were taken on the Saba Bank, two of which were taken on 25 and two 
on 26 October. A total of 17 profi les was taken in Ladder Bay near Saba, 5 on 26 October, 6 on 27 October and 8 on 
28.
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FigureII.22: Temperature, Salinity and Ox ygen profi les for the four deep casts.

The deep profi les of temperature, salinity and oxygen (Figure 21) show that the mixed layer depth is about 25-50 m 
deep below which the temperature decreases from 29 OC at the surface to values of 24 oC at 120 m depth; the salin-
ity increases from about 35 at the surface to 37 at 120 m depth and the oxygen concentra  on increases from 192 
mmol/kg at the surface to 205 mmol/kg at 120 m depth. 

Figure II.23:Temperature, Salinity and Oxygen profi les for the four casts on the Saba Bank. The  me in the legend is in UTC.
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Figure II.24:Temperature, Salinity and Oxygen profi les for the fi ve casts in Ladder Labyrinth in Ladder Bay on 26-10-2015.

Figure II.25: Temperature, Salinity and Oxygen profi les for the six casts in Ladder Labyrinth in Ladder Bay on 27-10-2015.

Figure II.26: Temperature, Salinity and Oxygen profi les for the eight casts in Ladder Labyrinth in Ladder Bay on 28-10-2015.

The other CTD casts that were performed with the SBE19 primarily showed that the temperature, salinity and oxygen 
concentra  ons were neither always constant over depth nor constant in  me. Further analysis is necessary to explain 
the varia  ons in these variables. 
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No CTD profi les are available on 29-10-2015.

II.6. CastAwayCTD measurements

A total of 38 samples were taken of Temperature and Salinity measurements using the easy to use CastAwayCTD. The 
fi rst two casts were taken at the beach in front of the Sea View Hotel in Phillipsburg, St. Maarten. Numbers 3 to 5 
were taken in de harbor of Phillipsburg aboard the CE II. Ten casts were taken in the fi rst week  at diff erent loca  ons 
on the Saba Bank.

Most of the casts were profi les taken from the CE II. But three of the casts were long  me-series, one taken in the 
tent (27-Oct-2015 12:42:11) and two just outside of the tent (28-Oct-2015 18:36:28 UTC & 29-Oct-2015 13:49:14 
UTC).

Beach in front of Sea View Hotel & harbor Phillipsburg, St Maarten:

16-Oct-2015 16:45:58 -63.0471 18.02343

16-Oct-2015 16:47:43 -63.04713 18.02338

17-Oct-2015 19:20:06      NaN      NaN

17-Oct-2015 19:22:23      NaN      NaN

17-Oct-2015 19:29:29 -63.04396 18.0203

Shallow water casts at 3 sta  ons (IMARES-cruise):

18-Oct-2015 15:06:15 -63.44811 17.23476 Dutch Plain

18-Oct-2015 15:10:05 -63.4489 17.23445 Dutch Plain

18-Oct-2015 15:15:11 -63.4499 17.23409 Dutch plain

19-Oct-2015 19:28:43 -63.28983 17.38448 Tertre de Fleur

20-Oct-2015 10:38:35 -63.29003 17.38419 Tertre de Fleur

21-Oct-2015 10:35:39-63.29013 17.38422 Tertre de Fleur

21-Oct-2015 10:36:12-63.29009 17.38429 Tertre de Fleur           22-Oct-2015 
01:09:12 -63.29694 17.53969 Mooring near Rebecca’s Garden

22-Oct-2015 10:35:40 -63.29693 17.53971 Mooring near Rebecca’s Garden

23-Oct-2015 10:38:15 -63.29691 17.53983 Mooring near Rebecca’s Garden

Deep water Cast (NIOZ-cruise):

25-Oct-2015 13:09:10 -63.17781 17.40736

25-Oct-2015 13:16:00 -63.17837 17.40695

Tertre de Fleur (NIOZ-cruise):

25-Oct-2015 17:32:50 -63.28975 17.38447

26-Oct-2015 12:54:15 -63.29024 17.3839 – test @ surface

26-Oct-2015 15:03:28 -63.29024 17.38399 – test @ surface

26-Oct-2015 21:14:26 -63.25948 17.62621 – test @ surface

Ladder Labyrinth in Ladder Bay (NIOZ-cruise):
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27-Oct-2015 01:02:13      NaN        NaN

27-Oct-2015 01:07:05 -63.25984 17.62524

27-Oct-2015 01:31:53 -63.25982 17.6253

27-Oct-2015 12:42:11      NaN         NaN –  me-series in the tent 

28-Oct-2015 13:16:27 -63.25947 17.62612

28-Oct-2015 13:20:12 -63.25931 17.62605

28-Oct-2015 15:12:55 -63.25952 17.62546

28-Oct-2015 15:17:41 -63.25972 17.62541

28-Oct-2015 16:04:04 -63.25977 17.62556

28-Oct-2015 16:07:08 -63.25978 17.62569

28-Oct-2015 16:36:04 -63.26013 17.62573

28-Oct-2015 17:02:40 -63.2599 17.62545

28-Oct-2015 17:25:29 -63.25996 17.62534

28-Oct-2015 18:16:28 -63.25999 17.62606

28-Oct-2015 18:36:28 -63.2602 17.62566 –  me-series outside of the tent

29-Oct-2015 13:49:14 -63.26019 17.62611 –  me-series outside of the tent

Deep water Cast (NIOZ-cruise):

30-Oct-2015 11:06:33 -63.03802 17.48609

The loca  ons of the CastAwayCTD casts are shown in Figure II. 1 and the profi les of temperature and salinity are 
shown in Figure II.27. Some profi les seem odd, like the purple one; these are related to a long-term in-situ measure-
ment in or just outside of the tent. When processing these data into bin averages, fairly odd profi les are generated.

Figure II.27: Temperature and Salinity profi les measur ed with the CastAwayCTD for all loca  ons for the dura  on of the cruise, the la  tude and 
longitude are logged in the fi les themselves.
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Three longer  me-series have been collected with the CastAwayCTD; one in the tent (on 27-10-2015) and two out-
side of the tent (on 28 and 29 October 2015). The data are shown in Figure II.28, Figure II.29 and Figure II.30. 

 Figure II.28: Time-series of temperature, salinity and d epth as                  

                                                                                                         measured with the CastAwayCTD inside the tent on 27-10-2015.

On 27-10-2015, the panels show a slow increase in temperature, fairly constant salinity un  l 16:00 UTC, were signifi -
cant drops in the salinity can be observed. The castaway was lying somewhere on the ground and these drops could 
possibly by related to suspended material se  ling in the conduc  vity sensor. The salinity inside the tent is changed 
both by adding salt to the tent, but also by water intruding from outside. The salinity of the waters outside has not 
been measured, so it is impossible to determine why the salinity changes occur.

Figure II.29: Time-series of temperature, salinity and depth  as measured with the CastAwayCTD just outside of the tent on 28-10-2015.

On 28-10-2015, the temperature outside of the tent is shown to be around 29.7. A signifi cant drop in temperature 
is observed at around 0:00 UTC to values of 29.3. This temperature drop corresponds with a salinity increase from 
about 34.8 to 35.8. Around 1:30 UTC a spike is seen in both temperature and salinity back to the original values, but 
T and S only return to their median values a  er 3:00 UTC. It is likely that cooler, more saline water from the nearby 
deeper waters have moved up the slope of Ladder Bay. The depth measurements show a small  dal signal with an 
amplitude of about 0.1 m.
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Figure II.30: Time-series of temperature, salinity as measured  with the CastAwayCTD just outside of the tent on 29-10-2015.

Time-series con  nued on 29-10-2015 a  er the ba  eries were changed and the data uploaded to the computer. Again 
the median temperature was around 29.7 to 29.8 degrees Celsius and the salinity was about 34.9. In this  me-series 
a smaller excursion towards cooler temperatures and more saline waters is found between 16:00 and 17:00 UTC and 
a bigger excursion between 18:00 and 20:00 UTC. During the la  er period the temperature dropped to 29.05 degrees 
and the salinity increased to 36.2.

II.7. Weather

Meteorological data were found on www.wunderground/personal-weather-sta  on. Data were downloaded for both 
loca  ons on Saba, e.g. the Bo  om at (lat, lon, height) = (17.627, -63.249, 238) and Fort Bay (lat, lon, height) =(17.616, 
-63.252, 10) and in Oranjestad on St. Eusta  us at (lat, lon, height) = (17.478, -62.974, 175). Note that there are also 
some of these weather sta  ons on St. Maarten. 

Figure II.31: Air Temperature, Pressure, Wind Speed and direc  on measured at the Bo  om (red), Fort Bay (green) and Oranjestad (blue). 

The temperature and the pressure show a daily cycle. The temperature in Fort Bay is strongly infl uenced by the wa-
ter temperature and therefore doesn’t drop as much during the night as the temperatures in the central parts of the 
island. The storm in the evening of 25 and early morning of 26 October is clearly visible in the wind speed, direc  on 
and temperature (note that the  me axis is in UTC). The wind direc  on at Fort Bay seems too constant to be true, 
moreover, the wind speed is always zero there and the pressure (in Fort Bay at sealevel) is lower than that at the 
higher sta  ons loca  on at the Bo  om  (238 m) and in Oranjestad (175 m). The wind direc  ons on the islands (Red 
and green) are very diff erent and probably strongly aff ected by the local topography. But it seems there are daily 
varia  ons in the wind direc  on which may aff ect the local currents strongly.
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II.8. Light measurements

Light was measured using Odyssey light loggers. “Eriktry_001_007.csv” represents fi les of light meter BIO2 (#4607), 
which was a  ached to the microcat SBE37, the la  er was mostly used for measuring salinity and temperature in the 
tent, during the CEX II cruise. “Saba_001_004” represents fi les of light meter BIO1 (#4608), which was a  ached to 
the SEAS-DIC during last deployment from CEX II. In csv fi les only raw data are shown without calibra  on.

The calibra  on curve for BIO2 (#4607) was made by Steven van Heuven. So we fi rst apply the calibra  on curve for 
BIO1 (#4608), which was made by Erik Meesters and Fleur van Duyl. Light was also monitored during the whole sec-
ond week cruise of the CEX with a sensor on the roof of the CEXII with the calibrated IMARES light meter, ULM-500. 
Those data are s  ll with IMARES (Erik Meesters).

The Odyssey light logger BIO1 (#4608 ) was calibrated against the calibrated ULM-500 light meter on board. A linear 
fi t was made with R2=0.9945 (Fig 31). 

 
Figure II.32: Calibra  on of the light logger BIO1/4608(x-axis)  against the calibrated ULM-500 lightmeter (y-axis).

A  er applying the linear fi t, the PPFD (Photosynthe  c Photon Flux Density) could be determined for the days be-
tween 25 and 29 October. Daily PPFD observa  ons are shown in Figure II.33, which have been cut at 250 μmol/(m2s). 
Spikes in the data represent periods that the logger was above sea level, which drama  cally increased the PPFD and 
hence should be removed from the data in the analysis. Clearly 25&26 October represent cloudy days, followed by a 
day with intermi  ent clouds on 27&28 October and a sunny day on 29 October. Spiked to more nega  ve values may 
be related to the logger not having a clear view above, because of interference of parts of the tent that didn’t pass 
light or maybe even divers above. 
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Figure II.33: PAR as a func  on of  me in the tent on the Microcat at o r near the sea fl oor for 24, 25, 26, 27 & 28 October. The fi rst four are from 
Eriktry_001_007.csv and the last one from Saba_001_004.

Chap III: Tent incuba  ons 
 Steven van Heuven, Alice Webb, Didier de Bakker, Paul Peters, Fleur C. van Duyl

III.1. Background informa  on

The net growth of a coral reef depends in part on the balance between (i) aragonite accre  on by corals and (ii) 
mechanical-chemical degrada  on by bioeroding organisms such as euendolithic microorganisms and sponges. The 
gradual decrease of surface ocean concentra  ons of carbonate ion (‘ocean acidifi ca  on’) and increasing availability of 
organic material (e.g., from sewage) may for many reefs shi   the balance towards net mass loss. We inves  gated in-
situ the natural dynamics of the seawater carbonate system on the rela  vely pris  ne carbonate pla  orm Saba Bank, 
and on a coral reef just off shore from the island of Saba, Dutch Caribbean. 

III.2. Cruise narra  ve

Early in the morning of Sunday, October 25th, we sailed to our fi rst site on the Saba Bank, at Tertre de Fleur. This rath-
er planar loca  on at approximately 15 m depth (see Chap II, Figure II.2)for bathymetry) features extensive calcifying 
algae and was therefore considered a candidate loca  on for strong CaCO3 accre  on. Upon arrival, equipment was 
rapidly lowered and the tent was pitched. Fluorescin was injected to assess leakage a  er deployment (Figure III.1). 
Strong undula  ng horizontal mo  on (‘surge’) induced swaying of the tent and repeated lateral displacement when 
surge length exceeded the natural fl ex of the tent. This was expected to infl uence the water exchange between ambi-
ent and tent water (pumping). The tent could not be fastened  ghter to the seafl oor. Repeated a  empts to stabilize 
the tent with tension wires were unsuccessful due to lack of suitable anchoring points on the substrate. In the morn-
ing of the 26th a  er a squal (see chap II.7, Figure II.31) which also dislodged parts of the equipment  it was decided to 
abandon our a  empt, and all equipment was successfully recovered. 
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Figure III.1: Tent injected with fl uorescin a  er deployment on the Saba Bank (Tent site 1). Photo Erik Meesters

Not confi dent that a suffi  ciently favourable loca  on would be found elsewhere on Saba Bank under the current 
weather condi  ons, we opted to relocate to the lee of the island of Saba, where  the CEII a  ached to a central moor-
ing in Ladder Bay (Ladder Labyrinth). Here, current and surge condi  ons appeared much more favourable. However, 
visibility was very limited, likely as a result of the squal of the preceeding night. However, within the fi rst hour a  er 
our arrival, the visibility improved greatly. Ladder Bay is a spur-and-groove-like system with abundant coral cover. 
Nonetheless, a suitable, solitary patch of coral on a sandy surface was found (depth: ~20 m). All required equipment 
could be lowered before dusk. Early on the morning of the 27th, the tent was pitched over the coral patch, and all 
equipment was put in place. Several injec  ons of fl uoroscein into the closed tent did not reveal visual leakage of the 
tent. 

The tent was subsequently re-opened and allow to fl ush thoroughly. Between 2015-10-27 11:00 and 2015-10-29 
16:00, a total of 8 incuba  ons (including 3 control incuba  ons) were performed. Samples were collected both in-situ 
and by means of pumping water to the surface, where it was collected by an operator in a small dingy. Samples were 
rapidly returned to CEII for analysis or processing and storage. Sampling generally took place between 07:00 and 
23:00. In-situ measurements were con  nued approximately con  nuously, which occasional brief recoveries of instru-
menta  on for data download.

All equipment was recovered in the a  ernoon of the 29th, a  er which photographic and visual surveys were made of 
the previously enclosed coral patch and its surroundings. 

Disembarka  on of 4 par  cipants and offl  oading of most of the equipment took place in the harbour of St. Eusta  us 
in the morning of the 30th, a  er which the CEII returned to St. Maarten where the remaining par  cipants disem-
barked and last freight were offl  oaded. 
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III. 3. Site descrip  ons 

Tent Site 1: Tertre de Fleur  on the Saba Bank (17.3845 ºN; 63.2897 ºW). A planar loca  on (depth: 15 m) featuring 
extensive cover of encrus  ng  and free-living branched calfi cying algae. 

Tent Site 2: Ladder Labyrinth in Ladder Bay (17.6261ºN; 63.2602ºW). A solitary coral boulder  colonized by sponges 
and some live corals  (depth: 20 m). An illustra  on of the layout of the tent and surrounding is provided in CHAP II.1. 
Figure II. 4.

III.4. Tent(s)

The main enclosure was a custom-made, semi-hemisperical, bo  omless, transparant dome tent with a square 4 m2 
footprint and ~3.5 m3 volume. Tent arcs are butanyl-covered fi re hoses and walls consisted mostly of transparent 
vinyl of 0.8 mm thickness, with butanyl reinforcements along edges. Butanyl fl aps extended ~50 cm outward from 
the four sides of the tent, allowing for proper sealing of the tent to the substrate by means of placing weights (dive 
lead and short lengths of anchor chain) on the fl aps. All 4 sides of the tent contained a zipable door of ~0.3 m2 to al-
low fl ushing of the enclosed volume between incuba  ons. Tent arcs were ini  ally fi lled with seawater using a small 
underwater pump (BLDC Pumps, China), powered from a small ba  ery pack in the dingy (see sec  on on ‘umbilical’, 
below) un  l a fi nal pressure of circa +1 bar rela  ve to ambient pressure. Subsequently pressuriza  on to +3 bars was 
a  ained using a humble bicycle pump.

Enclosed water was constantly homogenized by means of a propeller pump commonly used in tropical aquaria, run-
ning of a dedicated ba  ery pack. This pump was posi  oned close to one of the tent arches, at half the height of the 
tent, and generated a slight circula  ng turbulence, while minimizing s  rring up sediment. Eff ec  veness of the s  rring 
was easily demonstrated using fl uorescein. 

A secondary tent has been used during the la  er three days of the expedi  on. This tent was tetrahedron-shaped, 
with transparant vinyl-and-butanyl walls and rigid edges, and again with ~50 cm long fl aps extending from is bo  om 
edges. It could be deployed like a tripod covering a planar benthic surface of  0,43 m2. Edge length was 1 meter, thus 
volume was 118 liters (20.5/12*a3, where a is the edge length). This tent was deployed on the sandy substrate that 
surrounded the main tent, and cons  tuted an impromptu ‘blank’ experiment against which the results from the main 
dome tent may be compared. 

III.5. Tent incuba  ons

Over a period of three days, a total of 8 incuba  ons, each las  ng several hours were performed with the big dome 
tent (n=5) and  with the Pyramid (TIPI)  tent (n=3). Between incuba  ons tent windows were open to restore the tent 
interior to ambient condi  ons.

Dome Tent closed Dome Tent opened      
2015 -10-27 09:17

2015 -10-27 16:45

2015 -10-28 08:33

2015 -10-28 17:15

2015 -10-29 08:10

2015 -10-27 14:59

2015 -10-27 22:13

2015 -10-28 14:47

2015 -10-28 23:00

2015 -10-29 16:40

Pyramid  Tent closed Pyramid Tent opened      
2015 -10-27 13:00

2015 -10-28 08:36

2015 -10-29 08:26

2015 -10-27 22:13

2015 -10-28 23:15

2015 -10-29 16:40

During the incuba  ons tents were sampled  every h by pumping water up from the tent to a rubber dinghy anchored 
fi rmly above the tent and manned by 2 operators. Sampling by Scuba divers  was done just before closure, just before 
opening up and every 3 h in between when the  tent(s) were closed. 
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III.6. In-situ measurements with autonomous instruments

Multiple instruments have been deployed in situ for monitoring various hydrographic and chemical parameters. 
Instruments for measuring physics and hydrodynamics in  and  near the tents are described in CHAP II.2. For au-
tonomous measurement of the chemical variables, dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and pH we used a SEAS-DIC & 
pH instrument on loan from the University of South Florida, St. Petersburg. This instrument was placed alongside 
the tent, and analyzed water that it pumped from the tent. 

Figure III.2: Test deployment SEAS-DIC instrument on the Saba Bank. Photo David Stevens

Although the week prior to tent deployment (IMARES cruise) the principal developer of the SEAS instrument, Dr. 
Xuewu ‘Sherwood’ Liu of USFSP, was on board the CEII, the DIC measurement capability of the instrument could not 
be reliably used at any  me. Also, the pH signal only proved usable during the last two days of the tent deployment. 
With assump  ons on alkalinity (ALK), however, the pH signal may well be converted to DIC. However, no in-situ es-
 mate of ALK is obtained, which would have been possible from the data if both pH and DIC would have worked. A 

detailed descrip  on of the instrumenta  on is provided in Liu et al. (2013).

III.7. Sampling for shipboard and shore-based measurements

For measurements that could not be performed in situ, samples were collected by (i) pumping seawater from the 
tent interior (or exterior) up to the sampling dingy and (ii) in-situ collec  ng of seawater in large-volume syringes, 
where syringes would also be returned as soon as possible a  er sampling to the dingy. Sample originated from (i) 
ambient water (pump or syringe), (ii) dome tent interior (pump or large syringe) or (iii) pyramid tent (100 ml syringes 
only).

a. Pump sampling. A small aquarium pump was placed adjacent to the tent. Every hour, it was energized by con-
nec  ng its 50 m long power cable to a 24 V ba  ery in the dingy. Water was pumped from tent, through a coarse 
par  cle fi lter and up towards the surface through 6mm OD (3.5 mm ID) Dekabon semi-rigid, aluminium-core tub-
ing, also of length 50 m (internal volume: ~500ml). For structural strength, both the Dekabon and power cable 
were strapped to a strong synthe  c line. The Dekabon tubing material prevents exchange of CO2, maintaining 
sample integrity during transport to surface. Flow rate was slightly over ~100 ml/min.  The sampling line was 
therefore fl ushed for well above 5 minutes prior to collec  ng samples. 
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Figure III.3: Note the pump tubing line  from the dinghy down to the tent. Photo Erik Meesters

b. Large Syringe sampling. Samples were collected at depth by means of fi lling 2 or 3 large volume syringes (~300-
500 ml). Samples were drawn from (i) the tent through a short piece of fl exible tubing inserted into dedicated 
sampling holes in the tent or (ii) from the ambient water surrounding the tent. Two types of syringe have been 
used, both suff ering from important drawbacks:
      The fi rst type of syringe was a custom-built unit, consis  ng of an acrylic barrel with a fl at disk plunger on a 
steel pull rod. On the last day of the incuba  ons, it was discovered that in at least one of the two used units, the 
o-ring between plunger and barrel did not maintain suffi  cient closure, and allowed ambient water to enter into 
the barrel during fi lling. Therefore, we expect all samples that nominally came from the tent interior to be con-
taminated with ambient water to unknown degree (but likely as much as 50%). Syringe was closed by the mun-
dane means of tying a knot in the (permanently a  ached) sampling line. 
     The second type of syringe (4 units used) was a rather cheap design from a discount store, intended for de-
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clogging sinks. It consists of a simple plas  c barrel and rubber-covered plunger, as has a volume of ~300 ml. Seal 
was determined to be excellent. However, the plunger had a ~15% dead volume (i.e., some water could not be 
expelled by the plunger), meaning that even a  er one or two pre-fi llings, a small percentage would remain in the 
sample. A secondary drawback was that there syringes had to be closed with a rubber stopper, a procedure with 
may have contributed some more contamina  on of sample with ambient water. 
     We rather subjec  vely expect the second type of syringe to have delivered the be  er samples. However, there 
is no record of which syringes were used for which samples for the big dome tent, so we must necessarily assume 
all samples that have been ‘pulled’ from the “big” tent to have been contaminated with ambient water. Obvi-
ously, ambient samples may safely assumed to be good. 

c. Small syringe sampling. The small triangle tent was fi rst deployed on 27 October around 13:00h and regularly 
sampled with  six 100ml clean Plas  pak syringes un  l 29 October 16:00h. Ini  ally 3 syringes ambient water and 
3 tent water were collected. Later when sampling of tents was done synchronously and ambient water was sam-
pled at the big tent,  all 6 100 ml syringes were fi lled with tent water. The triangle tent was also vented regularly 
synchronous with big tent.

d. Sample prepara  on. A  er syringes were brought up to the dingy, or a  er the pump tubing had been suffi  ciently 
pre-fl ushed, up to three borosilicate glass bo  les of 250 ml would be fi lled in rapid succession. These bo  les 
would be rapidly returned to the CEII for further processing. One of the returned bo  les would remain as-is, 
and be dedicated to on-board analysis for total alkalinity (TA) using a novel op  cal  trator (see below). A second 
bo  le was poisoned with HgCl2 for storage for later shore-based analysis for dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and 
AT on a VINDTA instrument. A third bo  le would subdivided into smaller samples. About 40 ml would be poured 
into a pre-combusted 60 ml EPA vial. Before closing these vials, approximately 250 μl??? of 8M HCl would be 
added for preserva  on and conversion of carbonate species to CO2, aiding in later analysis. From a syringe, two 
‘pony vials‘ would be fi lled through 0.8/0.2 μm fi lter (Acrodisk) from a syringe for shore based measurement of 
dissolved inorganic nutrients (NO2+NO3, NO2, PO4, SiOH4 and NH4).

III.8. Measurements and preliminary results

From pumps and dive-samples, we measured:

e. total alkalinity (op  cal alkalinity, Liu 2015)

f. total alkalinity (VINDTA3C, Mintrop 2003)

g. dissolved inorganic carbon (vindta)

h. dissolved organic carbon

i. nutrients (PO4, NO3, NO2, NH4, Silicate)

Figures  III.4-6  on the following pages show data from most of the data sources outlined above. Not yet available 
are data of DOC and approximately half of the samples for DIC/ALK (currently being analysed). In many of the 
panels, the eff ect of opening and closing of the tent is evident.
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Figure III.4: Preliminary data of chang-
es in oxygen (O2), Alkalinity (ALK), 
Dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and 
nitrate (NO3) during tent incuba  ons 
at Tent site 2 in Ladder Bay (Ladder 
Labyrinth).

Figure III.5: Preliminary data of chang-
es in nitrite(NO2), silicate, ammonium 
(NH4) and phosphorus (PO4) during 
tent incuba  ons at Tent site 2 in Lad-
der Bay (Ladder Labyrinth).

Figure III.6: Preliminary data of chang-
es in along stream current speed, 
salinity, temperature, irradiance (PAR)  
during tent incuba  ons at Tent site 2 
in Ladder Bay (Ladder Labyrinth).
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Tent leak rates were expected to be obtainable from decay behaviour of injected salinity spikes. Injec  on of circa 750 
ml of saturated solu  on of NaCl (total: ~300 g) would have increase in-tent S (total: ~100 kg) by approximately 0.3% 
(or, say, from 35.0 to 35.1), which is well above the resolu  on and precision of the CTD). However, unexpected short-
lived upwelling events of rela  vely cold, high-salinity water obscured the spikes. However, due to ad hoc placement 
of the ‘cast-away’ CTD sensor outside the tent, the leak rate may s  ll be inferred. During  mes where the tent win-
dows were open, both CTDs are observed to perfectly match. While the tent windows are closed, dynamics of S (and 
T) are strongly dampened.

IV. Benthic communi  es 
Didier de Bakker, Alice Webb, Fleur van Duyl

IV.1. Tent quadrat surveys. 
During the NIOZ cruise the benthic community within and outside the dome tent were recorded at tent site 1: Tertre 
de Fleur on the Saba Bank and at tent site 2: Ladder Labyrinth in Ladder Bay, Saba. The benthic surface area covered 
by the dome tent was approximately 4 m2

 (2 x 2 m) at both sites.

Tertre de Fleur

The tent quadrat at Tertre de Fleur is characterized by algal and sponge dominance (Figure IV.1a) . There is very li  le 
structural complexity (almost exclusively some larger sponges) and surface enlargement is only 1.5%. Remarkable 
at this site is the high density of calcifying branching algae (likely Bossiella sp. and/or Calliarthron sp.). Benthic cover 
was dominated by fl eshy/ turf algae (32.7%) and crustose or branching coralline algae (20.7%). Sponge cover was 
13.3%, benthic cyanobacterial mats 10% and corals less than 1%. Abio  c components (sand and bare calcareous sub-
strate) covered 13.3%. No bioeroding species were present in the quadrat. Community surveys around the tent s  ll 
need to be analysed.

Ladder Labyrinth in Ladder Bay

Within the tent quadrat several diff erently sized carbonate patches were present which acted as the main substratum 
for benthic macrobiota and were responsible for a total surface enlargement of 14% (4+0,56=4,56 m2). Abio  c com-
ponents (sand, bare rock) accounted for 58.2% of the total benthic cover within the quadrat. Algae (algal turf, Lo-
bophora sp., Dictyota sp.) covered 23.6%, sponges 11.8% and calcifying species such as corals (including: Meandrina 
meandrites, Orbicella annularis and Diploria s  gosa) and crustose coralline algae covered 6.5%. Bioeroding micro-
benthic species were not encountered in the quadrat. In addi  on Benthic community surveys around the tent were 
conducted , but s  ll need to be analysed.
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Figure  IV.1. (a) Detail of benthic cover at Tertre de Fleur. (b). Overview of enclosed surface at Ladder Labyrinth (perimeter of 
tent indicated by yellow cord, ca  2*2m).

Mul  ple heterotrophic animals, including small fi sh and crustaceans, were present during the  me of enclosure at 
Ladder Labyrinth. Just before the tent was removed on 29 October the fi sh survey yielded :

- 8 specimen of Stegastes par  tus

- 1 specimen Thalassoma bifasciatum

- 11 specimen of Coryphopteris sp. 

                                                                                        

 In addi  on several nudibranchs were observed in the tent. 

A  er the tent was removed a set of  images was made with the aim to reconstruct a 3D picture of the coral patch of 
tent site 2.  Therefore a cube with axes of 31 cm was placed on the diff erent images to allow reconstruc  on (Figure 
IV.2). The reconstruc  on s  ll needs to be done.
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Figure IV.2. Coral patch with cube, Tent site 2 . Photo Erik Meesters

 In addi  on macro images were made of the sessile community of the benthic community covered by the tent at tent 
site 2. Complete species diversity s  ll needs to be analysed.  A few images are added below.

Figure IV.3: Macro images of benthic organisms  in the tent quadrat at Tent site 2. Photos by Oscar Bos 
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IV.2. Transect work on Saba Bank reefs
During the IMARES cruise week (17-24 October)  transect work was conducted on 11 Saba Bank sta  ons (IMARES moni-
toring program sta  ons). With the aim of determining the current net reef growth on Saba Bank we applied a calcium 
carbonate budget assessment method (adapted from the ReefBudget method: Perry et al. 2012) to 11 reef sites along 
the South-East rim of the Bank.

Figure IV.4: Transect work on the Saba Bank during IMARES week. Photo David Stevens

Data on the bioeroder community (excava  ng sponges and sea urchins), reef structural complexity i.e. rugosity and 
sediment depth were collected in situ along three 10 m belt (30 m2 in total) at each site. Within each transect the size 
of every excava  ng sponge and sea urchin was es  mated (Table IV.1). Data of bioerosion  will be combined with data 
of calcifying organisms (stony corals and coralline algae) and size and abundance of bioeroding fi sh (mainly parrot fi sh). 
These data, which were  collected as well, are not yet available. The degree of  reef rugosity was determined following 
Risk’s chain-and-tape method (Risk, 1972): underneath the main 10 m transect line a second transect tape is draped 
over the contour of the reef and the diff erence is a measure surface for enlargement (Table IV.1). Sediment depth 
(Table IV.1) was measured every meter by piercing a ruler into the sediment un  l hard substrate was reached. High 
quality photographs were taken of the transects for detailed benthic community analysis. The images s  ll have to be 
analysed, but will eventually also be used to calculate the ra  o of calcifying:bioeroding surface at every site.
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Table IV.1. Preliminary results of the calcium carbonate budget assessment method on Saba Bank. Including mean surface en-
largement (%) and sediment depth (cm) at each site; total cover (in cm2) per excava  ng sponge species [Cl: Cliona la  cavicola, Cc: 
C. caribbaea, Ct: C. tenius, Cv: C. varians and AC: Syphonodictyon coralliphaga] at each site and number of sea urchins present with 
their respec  ve size in parenthesis.   * for coordinates and depth of sites see cruise report IMARES 2014 (Van Beek & Meesters, 
2014).

Site* Surface

Enlargement

Sediment 
depth CL CC CT CV AC Sea Urchins

Sco   sh Hills 14.0 0.50 2895 0 0 0 0 0

Paul’s Cathedral 36.6 0.20 3159 307 0 0 17 0

Gorgonian Delight 17.7 2.45 2366 0 0 0 28 1 (2 cm)

Tertre  de  Fleur 26.3 1.68 0 119 0 0 171 1 (3 cm)

Erik's Point 6.6 0.47 813 111.6 0 0 149.4 0

Coral Gardens 17.1 1.43 3155 2743 0 0 0 0

Devil's Corner 23.8 1.90 205 0 2018 286 9 0

12 Monkeys 27.2 0.32 2317 209 0 0 0 0
La Coline aux Gor-
gones 18.1 1.17 1554 592 4324 15 292 0
Rebecca’s Garden 
(RG) 2.9 3.45 299 0 0 0 2 0

Mooring Line RG 10.6 0.15 451 0 0 0 2 0

V. Coral fauna of Saba and Saba Bank
Bert W. Hoeksema,  Naturalis Biodiversity Center, Leiden, The Netherlands

V.1. Coral species diversity
The original aim of the coral diversity survey was (1) to fi nd out whether the coral fauna of Saba Bank matches the 
coral fauna of St Eusta  us and (2) to check whether the Saba Bank coral fauna has remained the same over nearly 
half a century by a comparison with results of an earlier marine biodiversity expedi  on to Saba Bank, which was or-
ganized in 1971 by the Dutch Navy and Naturalis. 

Due to weather condi  ons and other circumstances, only three dives were made on Saba Bank, all at a single locality, 
which is not enough for the planned comparisons. A total of 18 stony coral species was recorded (15-17 per dive). 
Some of the encountered coral species showed morphological varia  on by being either a  ached or free-living. The 
la  er are so-called coralliths or living rolling stones. However, coralliths belonging to the genus Madracis  were not 
ball-shaped as regular coralliths but disk-shaped (Figure V.1), similar to many species of mushroom corals in the Indo-
Pacifi c. This par  cular coral shape may be related to swell-generated currents that push free-living coral fragments 
over the shallow sea fl oor.

Because diving at Saba Bank had to be aborted, the survey was con  nued at Ladder Labyrinth in Ladder Bay, Saba, 
where nine dives were made. Here a total of 42 species was encountered (26-37 per dive), which is a very high num-
ber for a single locality in the Caribbean. One of these species is Tubastraea coccinea, a non-indigenous species from 
the Indo-Pacifi c (Figure V.2). This species may have been introduced as fouling organism on an oil rig and was fi rst 
reported from Curaçao in 1943. It is known as an aggressive invasive species in Brazil, where it competes for space 
with local, endemic coral species.

Some stony corals were observed as host for the Christmas tree worm (Spirobranchus giganteus). Various host coral 
species were previously not known as associate for this tube worm, which is probably a generalist with regard to its 
host preference. However, many coral species have never been reported as its habitat (Figure V.3).
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Figure V.1. A disk-shaped corallith at Saba Bank. Photo Bert Hoeksema

Figure V.2: Tubastraea coccinea is a non-indigenous coral species, which accidently has been introduced from the 
Indo-Pacifi c. Photo Bert Hoeksema

Figure V.3: Christmas tree worm as associate of an Agaricia fragilis coral at Saba, which probably represents a new 
host record. Photo Bert Hoeksema
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